
1. Remove coffee from the cupboard.

2. Grind the coffee beans for 30 seconds.

3. Take milk from the fridge and steam in a pitcher.

4. Place tapered beans into the espresso machine.

5. Pour the steamed milk over espresso shots.

6. Add flavored syrups and enjoy.

I am a balanced person, and so is my latte. One may see this list as a simple recipe for

brewing a latte, but this process represents who I am today. One activity I engage in daily is the

mixology of coffee and trying new flavorful twists. When I make coffee, I am able to transport

myself into the perfect cup. My personality traits simultaneously blend into the complexity of

one serving. Those aromatic combinations of sweet, deep, spicy, and rich emerge as endless

possibilities to grow and learn, all with a singular sip. I adapt myself constantly to the days of

bittersweet chocolate and the rainy days of sea salt caramel.

Through those rainy days, there are moments when the world seemingly comes to a

halt. I recall a rainy day in March of 2019 when an agonizing pain slowly spread through my

ankle. I wondered what happened with that attitude of salty caramel? One misplaced step of

rolling my foot felt as if I had just spilled my morning cup onto the floor. The spillage was similar

to my tears rolling down my face. Knowing I was out of lacrosse for months, only able to watch

from the side bench as everyone played like nothing had happened; hoping I can get to play

soon again with my teammates. That one misstep in March altered my whole lacrosse season.  I

Repeatedly asked myself, Could this have been avoided? I even pondered, Why did it have to



happen to me?

I did learn one lesson though: appreciation. That ice on my ankle was just as helpful as a

little ice in coffee on a hot summer day! Those sweet and salty moments in life can stem from

one incident, or even a split second. But the key is understanding how to improve from these

situations, that life presents us, and to brew accordingly.

I recognized that change in my attitude, that of resilience was universal when working

with animals, particularly frightened ones which have experienced trauma. Why are they so hurt

like a piece of breakable chocolate? Their trauma having a hard shell like chocolate with one of a

gooey center mixed with emotions and tales of past experiences. Constantly wondering about

the  gooey backstories of the dogs I worked with and their past history. One particular dog

named Ghost quivered in the corner of the kennel where I volunteered. My compassion for

Ghost led me to work closely with him wanting to learn more. As I socialized with him gently

while giving him the space and time to heal; I started to sense that  he appreciated the love I

gave him and grew less weary of human presence, causing  a sudden wave of satisfaction over

me. The sweet taste of accomplishment arose, like bittersweet chocolate, that very day he was

successfully adopted.  Appreciation and compassion go hand and hand; while my ankle healed

off the field, Ghost healed in the kennel.

The human connection is one that reaches animals. Ghost looked for me each day I was

in the kennel assisting the other animals. As I walked in with a latte in my hand, ready to seize

the day, I finally understood. As I healed my ankle, Ghost healed his fear, and we spent time

working together through our traumas. The traits of my coffee simultaneously blend into my

everyday life and is an enormous part of my keys to growth. In essence,  we undergo changes as



a result of events that may be unavoidable. It is important to live unapologetically as we heal,

and hopefully along the way, we don’t end up spilling our lattes.


